Regency High School
Student Voice Meeting 4/5/18
Present: AC, DH, AS, LP, CB, TS.
Apologies: 3EL, 3LW, 4SW, 3KMcC.
Ms Rees-Smith to check why some reps aren’t coming to the student voice
meetings and feed back to the next meeting.

Agenda:
Point 1 Common room rotation as the common room is getting too busy .Rota
to be introduced so not so many students can go in at a time. This may be
based on credits (AS’s idea).
Point 2 Student exams. LP fed back some students has been quite stressed.
Maybe try to have a more space between the mocks. Also the sports hall was
very cold – could additional heating be sorted for the exams? LP, CB and TS to
talk to Charlotte about this.
Point 3 Drayton Manor RW. TS and CB to feed back to Ryan that this is now the
House System with KS5 leavers having a day trip. LP and CB to ask Mrs M to
explain this to all KS5 MLD classes as there have been concerns from all
classes.
Point 4 A request from all KS5 MLD classes to have a Prom every year and
leaver’s party or disco at the end of term. LP, TS and CB again to ask Mrs M to
remind all MLD classes that these are every other year.
Point 5 Life Skills TS, LP and CB to talk to Mrs M about this as all the council
thinks that this is a really important curriculum area. It prepares students for
life outside and after they leave school.
Point 6 Leavers party for the end of term
Point 7 Parking problem AS spoke about staff parking on the road as there
aren’t even enough spaces for staff to park. It is also very dangerous for
pedestrians.

AS, DH and AC to speak with Kev and Ken about this and feed back to the next
meeting.

AOB:
AS reports that the temperature is cold in the Music Room. There is no
insulation in roof. AS DH and AC to speak with Kev and Ken about this and
feedback to the next meeting.

Date of next meeting: 26/5/18

